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Fiber Optic lighting kit for Sconces and Bubblers
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Design Features

FIG. 1
Bond Beam

Fiberstars multi-application Aqua Accent Light
Kit can be used to light a sconce or as a bubbler.

INSTALLATION
HINTS

3/4” SCH 40
Conduit

FIG. 2

Sconce
For installation of a sconce place a 3/4” PVC
conduit through the bond beam at the correct
location (refer to sconce installation instructions). Glue the PVC reducing tee (1” x 3/4” x
1”) to the 3/4” PVC pipe (fig. 1). Slip the vinyl
tubing over the barbed fiber coupler and screw
the strain relief fitting into the back (fig. 2).
(Without glue) Insert the fiber coupler, vinyl
tubing first into the PVC tee. Cut the vinyl
tubing approximately 1”- 2” shorter than the
finished length of 3/4” PVC protruding thru
the pool wall (fig. 3). After vinyl tubing has
been cut to length (Making sure the fiber has a
square cut) insert fiber through strain relief
fitting until it is flush with the end of the vinyl
tubing. Firmly press mini lens into end of
vinyl tubing making sure the fiber slips inside
of mini lens. Tighten strain relief. Using PVC
cement, glue fiber coupler into PVC tee. Make
water connection (fig. 4).

FIG. 3

Insert fiber and tighten
strain relief.

Cut vinyl tubing approx.
1”- 2” shorter than PVC

Press mini-lens firmly into vinyl tubing.
Making sure fiber is inside of lens.
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FIG. 5

Bubbler
Install assembled fixture vertically (fig. 5).
Bubbler lights water up to 6” vertically.
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